
Leontina Arditi 

This is a photo of me as a schoolgirl. The photo was taken in Sofia in 1943, before the internment
of my family and I from Sofia to Haskovo and Dupnitsa. Then I had taken up playing the violin. I
started going in for theater a little bit later - when we came back home after our internment; that is
after 9th September 1944 [the communist takeover in Bulgaria]. My violin teacher was uncle
Kamen, the famous violinist Kamen Popdimitrov, my father's friend from his years in France. Well,
when we were to be interned, in my third year in the junior high school, I had a final poor mark [2,
that means failed] in geometry. Everybody graduated and I had to sit for a make-up exam. We set
off for the province. We were first allocated to Haskovo, but I was summoned to the police for some
verses I had written. Then they sent us to Dupnitsa, where I wasn't accepted to enroll in the high
school, because I didn't have a diploma for the junior high school. They wanted at least some
document stating that I had studied up to the third class of the previous level. Then mum wrote a
letter to uncle Kamen. As a response he sent me a grade book for a completed 3rd class of the
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junior high school. My maths teacher, Mrs. Yankova, had been my nightmare; she used to give me
only poor marks; I had wanted to suffocate her? And now we read that there are two good marks [4
out of 5] in the certificate for completed third class - one in geometry and one in maths. What had
this man done? In which way had he spoken with Mrs. Yankova? What could he have said to her? I
don't know, but this cruel woman for me became a saint, despite the fact that I wasn't accepted in
the high school but in the business school. Never mind! What does this mean? It means that two
Bulgarians had tried to give a blunt-witted Jewish child as best as they could, a chance to continue
her studies.
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